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with bright faces of small fry who eagerly await his arrival.

THE COVER: Intense heat generated by fuel burning in jet engine
combustor (between flanges, left of center) causes exhaust pipe
to glow a vivid red in test of jet fuel at The Texas Company’s
main research center, Beacon, New York. Thermocouples (at right)
measure exhaust gas temperatures, the index to combustion effi
ciency. Engineer Phillips Randall of Beacon's gas turbine labora
tory, which conducts these studies, keeps a watchful eye on the
progress of the test run.
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Momentous decisions to place turbojet airliners in service have ordained a revolution in air travel.

NEW horizons!
A tremendous new market for aircraft Juels may be expect
AST October, a major airline—Pan
j American World Airways—startled
the aviation world by announcing an
order for more than a quarter of a bil
lion dollars worth of turbojet airliners.
The announcement triggered a whole
barrage of orders from practically every
large domestic and foreign airline and,
when returns are all in. nearly S2 billion
worth of turbine-powered airliners are
expected to be on the books.
These momentous decisions practi-
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• Philip Gustafson, whose articles
have appeared in many major magazines,
has frequently reported on aviation de
velopments during the past 15 years.
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cally set the beginning of the jet age in
long-range transportation for 1959, and
ordained a revolution in air travel.
“When we get jets,” said W. A. Pat
terson, president of United Air Lines,
which has ordered 30 DC-8’s, “we'll
ring down the curtain on the past and
start all over again.”
Mr. Patterson illustrated what he
meant by announcing that United’s DC8’s would be streaking from San Fran
cisco to New York in four hours and
15 minutes. Allowing for three hours
time difference, a businessman could
leave the East Coast at 8:00 a.m. and
be on the West Coast to transact busi
ness during the morning.

Pan American executives raised the j
possibility that a traveler could leave I
London at cocktail time and be in NewYork in time for dinner.
These airline executives, as well as j
those of American, TWA, Northwest, < |
Delta, Eastern, Continental, and Braniff, 1
are talking about big, long-range air
craft driven by turbojet engines. An in
termediate step on the way to the jet age
I
has already been taken by airlines of the
United States and Canada—with shorterf
range aircraft like the Vickers Viscount, |
powered by turbine engines that turn a
conventional propeller. Texaco, inci- j
dentally, is already supplying fuel for
some of these.

vr Aviation Fuels

by Philip Gustafson

the dawning age of long-range jet transportation
opment of aircraft fuels since the early
HE coming of the jet age will bring
1920’s, Texaco has pioneered in their
with it a tremendous new market
for aircraft fuels. It is estimated that by evolution for today’s high-performance
1962 some 1.1 billion gallons of turbine
military jet engines and, as a result, is
fuel will be required each year for air
already equipped to meet any commer
line use, along with increased amounts
cial jet fuel problems likely to arise
of high-octane gasoline for piston-pow
within the foreseeable future.
ered aircraft.
As of today, The Texas Company has
But the jet age also brings with it
what research officials believe is the
tremendous problems to be solved. One
largest privately financed fuel test facil
huge, never-ending problem hovers over
ity for gas turbine engines in the petro
the whole field of jet operation — the
leum industry. In operation since 1948
availability of fuels that will meet the
at the Company’s Beacon Laboratories,
demands of efficiency-minded, econ
this facility has been thoroughly re
omy-oriented commercial operators.
vamped and tripled in size within the
For this challenge, The Texas Com
last two years to run combustion tests
pany is ready. At the fore in the devel
on today’s high-pressure-ratio engines—
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engines like the Pratt & Whitney J-57,
which powers the new supersonic F-100
and will propel the coming jetliners.
The test cells are housed in a work
aday cinder block building which prac
tically has wings; it doesn’t actually fly
but it does about everything else. Equip
ment there can reproduce flight condi
tions at speeds exceeding 1,000 miles an
hour and altitudes up to 100,000 feet.
ITHIN the aircraft industry, Tex
aco engineers are credited with
the pioneer research work which did
much to establish the range of jet fuels
for the years to come. Their work goes
back for more than a decade to the days

W
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Challenging problems are worked out
in a building that practically has wings

Here at Beacon ... speeds above 1.000 m.p.h.,
altitudes up to 100.000 feet are simulated.

immediately after World War 11 when
the Air Force was starting an inten
sive development program on jet en
gines. Great urgency attached to the
program from the start because it was
realized that this country, having con
centrated on piston engines in order to
win World War II, was behind Euro
pean leaders in jet engines.
As early as 1946, Texaco fuel engi
neers began crystallizing their ideas on
what the Company should do in fuel
development work. They surveyed the
major engine companies—General Elec
tric, Pratt & Whitney, Allison, Wright,
and Westinghouse—and planned the first
gas turbine lab at Beacon.
At that time, the most serious prob
lems in aircraft turbine engines were oc
curring at high altitude, partly because
the makers had developed the engines
on test stands operating at sea level. At
high altitude, the engines suffered from
low efficiency and were likely to quit—
or, in jet parlance, to “flame out.”
In designing the large-scale test fa
cility at Beacon, Texaco engineers kept
the high-altitude problem in mind and
provided conditions necessary to simu
late a wide range of flight conditions.
Thus well-equipped for the job, the
Company conducted a series of tests to
find the best fuel for individual engines
under diverse operating conditions. In
combustion chambers of various en
gines, Texaco engineers evaluated many
fuels: unleaded gasoline, kerosine, fur
nace and Diesel fuels, along with other
fuels of wide boiling range.
These tests contributed not only to
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the development of specifications for to
day’s military fuels but they also con
tributed to improvements in engine de
sign. They showed that the design of the
combustion chamber had more effect on
the performance of the engine than the
fuels that were used in it. These were
the only large-scale tests conducted un
der actual operating conditions, and the
work done by the Company in these ex
periments represents one of the most
valuable contributions in the petroleum
industry on the subject of fuel ranges
and requirements. The results were
made available to everyone and widely
publicized in the industry.
HE British had started in jets by
using kerosine. Very early in the
game, the Texaco research experts
vanced the idea of trying out other fuels
because kerosine did not promise to be
available in sufficient quantities as a jet
fuel within the foreseeable future. Prac
tically at the start, other fuels lower in

T

the refining scale, such as furnace I
and Diesel oil, had been supplied for I
evaluation by The Texas Company's I
Port Arthur refinery. Object: to gel I
around the kerosine supply bottleneck®
This counsel proved to be sound!
Early in the industry-military fuel de-l
velopment program, there were evolved!
a series of fuels designated as JP-1,|
JP-2, and JP-3. JP-I was the first aviM
tion kerosine; JP-2 didn't pan out; bull
JP-3 was adopted for use in military!
jets. JP-3 was a wide-boiling-range fuel!
that had a combination of componenlsll
some of which are ordinarily found in]
gasoline, kerosine, and fuel oil. With!
J P-3, it was possible to get more jet fuel
out of a barrel of crude than had been!
the case with kerosine.
ad JP-3 worked all right from the engine!
operating standpoint, but there were!
difficulties. It contained too many ele-|
ments with low boiling points and, all
high rates of climb, there were excess™
losses of fuel—it just boiled out of thel

Motor control panel of new three-stage compressor which provides air at 300 p.s.i. for js
fuel combustion tests at Beacon. Other equipment heats air up to 800 degrees F.

tanks. Clearly, the fuel designers had to
I back away from this specification and
i evolve another fuel. The upshot was
JP-4, which eliminated many of the
low-boiling-point components.
JP-4 had been evolved by the time
hostilities broke out in Korea, but the
। fighting brought new demands on the
' fuel. There was a hectic period of test
ing when test runs were made in The
, Texas Company's gas turbine laboraI tory under simulated combat flight con
ditions. These contributed importantly
to improving the performance of fight
ers battling the Communist MiG’s.
As more and more of our jets begin
to crack the sonic barrier in every
day flight missions, fuel problems have
become increasingly critical because of
increased temperatures created by high[ speed flight and because of reduced
pressure at higher altitudes. Lockheed
» Aircraft engineers, in the company’s
I? ■ ■
tn I- California,
111 nrn<■»
laboratories at Burbank,
demonstrate the problem dramatically.
There, fuel tanks from jet fighter planes
have been fitted with transparent panels
and put in test chambers simulating
conditions encountered by the fighters.
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Instrumentation for controlling combustion
tests was designed at Beacon Laboratories.

TURBOJET
Air entering front of engine (1) is compressed (2)
and channeled into combustors where fuel is inject
ed (3) and burned (4). Discharge of hot gases
drives compressor turbine (5) and provides the pro
pulsive thrust that impels the jet plane forward.

Prototype of a turbojet airliner
many operators are ordering.

TURBOPROP
Air entering engine (1) is compressed (2) and delivered to combustion chambers (3). Turbine (4)
is driven by hot gases, which also provide jet thrust.
Power transmitted by shaft (5) drives compressor
and, through high-ratio reduction gear, the propeller.

Turboprop aircraft, like the Vis
count, are now in use.

Dr. Wayne E. Kuhn
►
General Manager
Research & Technical Dept.
“The objective is to produce
better and more economical
fuels for jet aircraft-military
or commercial.”
4 Aubrey Keif
Manager
Aviation Sales Division
" 'Ceiling unlimited' is the
forecast for aviation. . .. We
are maintaining a close rela
tionship with manufacturers
and airlines.”

The second alternative is to change
the boiling characteristics of the fuel to
overcome these problems. This has al
ready been done in the case of JP-4.
But with aircraft flying faster and higher,
it may be necessary to use a fuel even
more resistant to boiling.
However, this is not the end. Fuel
engineers are being called upon to solve
myriad new problems as jet planes go
faster, farther, and higher. Their suc
cessful solution of these problems means
air superiority for the Western world.
Thus, within the last few years, a major
HIS is but one example of the
shift in engine design has taken place—
things that happen to jet fuels at
today’s high altitudes and supersonicto engines of higher performance.
These are engines like the Pratt & Whit
speeds under conditions so new that not
ney J-57 and J-75, the Allison D-501,
even the fliers are always aware of them.
and the GE J-79. To simulate condi
The altitude factor has been a problem
tions in these newer engines, the new
for some little time. However, with the
Texaco test facilities were evolved.
new “Century Series” of fighters, be
“With these facilities,” according to
ginning with the F-100, the problem of
Dr. Wayne E. Kuhn, General Manager
skin temperatures became acute. But
of Texaco's Research and Technical De
not as much as it is in the new high
partment, “it will be possible to conduct
speed aircraft now approaching twice
combustion studies over practically the
the speed of sound. At these speeds,
entire range of conditions encountered
fuels approach temperatures of 350 de
in air-breathing power plants. The longgrees, where it is possible to boil off
range objective in providing these facil
half the aircraft’s fuel in no time at all.
Immediate solutions fall into two gen
ities is ultimately to produce better and
eral classifications:
more economical fuels for jet aircraftmilitary or commercial.”
The first involve modifications of the
Looking ahead in the commercial
aircraft to allow use of existing fuels.
field of air transport, Aubrey Keif, Tex
Fuel tanks can be pressurized to hold
aco’s Aviation Sales Manager, says: “We
the pressure slightly above that at which
fuel boils. This adds to the weight of
might say ‘ceiling unlimited’ is the fore
the aircraft and creates new problems.
cast for aviation over the next decade.
Tanks can be insulated and the plane
Airlines will be carrying at least twice
itself cooled down to reduce heat. But
as many passengers. The volume of air
this again adds to the weight, not to
cargo will be tripled. Aircraft manufac
mention the cost.
turers will raise their output by 50 to

Visitors who come to peek through
these windows are thrown into a state
of startled disbelief at what they see,
and even the fighter pilots are amazed.
They see the fuel boiling madly—not the
kind of genteel bubbling you see in a
teakettle but a bumping, foaming agita
tion which seems about to burst the
tank wide open.
“If I’d known that was going on in
my aircraft,” said one pilot, “I wouldn’t
have been sleeping nights.”

T
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75 per cent. Business flying will rise I
more than 80 per cent.”
While planning to improve its posi-1
tion in aviation gasoline, Texaco’s Avia- fl
tion Sales Division is moving in on the |
new multimillion-barrel market for tur-1
bine fuels as well. “We are maintaining!
a close relationship with the aircraft!
manufacturers whose aircraft will go to I
turbine power, with the manufacturers I
of the turbine power plants, and with!
the airlines planning the use of such air-1
craft—to cooperate in the development!
of their requirements as to specification,!
estimated gallonage, and points of de-1
livery,” Mr. Keif reports.

S the jet age approaches in commer. cial air transport, it is becoming
increasingly apparent that research dur
ing the last 10 years in military engines)
has prepared the oil industry to meet the
basic problems in commercial jet fuel.
In the beginning, the airlines will prob
ably go to kerosine-type fuels; some op
erators of the transition turboprop air- i
liners have already begun to do so. |
However, as civil and military jet fuel j
demands increase, some other type of
fuel may be required.
Although basic problems have al- j
ready been worked out on engines de
voted mainly to military use, many
practical problems may arise with cur-1
rently available fuels when the jet ar-1
rives on the airlanes. Commercial flying
is vastly different from military opera
tion. With the military, it’s the economics
of emergency; in commercial flight, it’s •
the economics of low-cost service.
Airframe and engine manufacturers, 1

A

The training, skill, and imagination
of many experts are vital factors in the

program of jet fuel development

on innerliner of combustor used in fuel test at Beacon
mined by (I. to r.) Richard Griswold, technician; Charles
bach, project leader; Phillips Randall, engineer.
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Many years of fuels research will lie behind turbojet engines when speeding passengers at more than 575 miles an hour.
I

and the airlines, are already working
with The Texas Company to establish
the optimum fuel for commercial jet
operation. The principal criteria are
economy, reliability, and safety, with
the factor of price always hovering overhead. Problems to be investigated in the
immediate future will be the relation
ship between fuel properties and com
bustion deposits, thermal stability,
smoking tendencies, and flame radia
tion, say Texaco research engineers.
Other problems are likely to arise—prob

puts him safely in the air, the sleek and
vibrationless plane, the powerful en
gines that carry him along at 575 miles
an hour plus. On the other side of the
continent, he will see the airport of his
destination loom up in something be
tween four and five hours. But he will
never see the thousands of gallons of
fuel that also helped take him there. Nor
is he likely to know the years of research
N the future, an airline passenger will
that it took to develop this fuel. Such is
take off on the East Coast and climb
to 40,000 feet in an incredibly few min the tradition of hidden progress in pe
troleum research. END
utes. He will see the giant runway that

lems that can’t be foreseen at the mo
ment. As they do, Texaco, as a major
supplier of aircraft fuels and lubricants,
will play an active role in their investi
gation and solution. Fuel research and
development never ends. It is a dual
problem—development of fuels along
with development of equipment.

I
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Finding the oil, and recovering
it from the earth—that's the
first step

The five vital 4
that bring you petroleum prodl
are dramatically poiinii
in Texaco’s newest motion pictum

The crew is the heart of the drilling operation.

Now we’ve got to do something
with it. That's where the people
of refining step in

Packaging of products for shipment is final manufacturing step.

8

HE red star in the familiar Texaco
trade mark “comes to life’’ in the
Company's newest motion picture, "The
Story of a Star.” Acting as master of
ceremonies, the animated five-pointed
figure introduces each of the film's five
sequences, which depict Texaco's inte-|
grated operations. The sequences are:I
finding and producing oil. refining it.
transporting both crude and finished
products, marketing, and research.

T

After it's refined, oil still
has to be gotten to you. That
is the job of our transportation people

Barges (above), pipe lines, tank ships, and tank trucks provide flexibility.
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"THE STORY OF A STAR”
For two years, camera crews in air
planes, ships, and trucks ranged the
country photographing scenes of Texaco
operations and facilities. From the foot
age thus obtained, a dramatic, 16-mm.
color motion picture has been created.
The running time is 30 minutes.
From beginning to end, “The Story of
a Star” has been designed as a feature
picture production. The fine color pho
tography that presents the onlooker

with sweeping panoramas as well as
detailed close-ups; the informative nar
ration that accompanies each scene; the
ingenious animated star and his friendly
remarks—all contribute to the effective
ness of this swiftly paced picture. Every
effort has been made to produce a film
that will have wide appeal to viewers
throughout the nation.
First showings will be to Texaco em
ployes. “The Story of a Star” will then

Marketing is next. Here’s where
you meet a man you know

Your Texaco dealer is trained to give you and your car “star” treatment.

be available, through a professional film
distributing agency, to civic and church
groups, service clubs, fraternal organi
zations, technical gatherings, schools,
colleges, and television.
Most of the films made by oil com
panies in recent years have embraced
only specialized aspects of the petrole
um industry. In contrast to this, “The
Story of a Star” covers all phases of one
company’s integrated operations, end

The last step—research—is
really the first part of a
whole new story

Hundreds of specialists are working on products for the future.
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hirty-eight years, a half-
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million miles, and many a worn-out
tin lizzy ago, Emmett Booher delivered
his first batch of mail to the Idaho farm
ing community of Coeur d’Alene. To
day, as faithfully as the day he began,
he’s still making the rounds.
Booher’s day begins at seven fortyfive in the morning, when he appears at
the local post office to sort through his
mail. By ten, his car groaning with the
weight of letters and packages, he’s on
the move. Sprinkled along his route are
some 300 mailboxes. Before returning
to the post office, he covers about 40
miles of jolting, sometimes dangerous,
mountain road.

Morning’s mail is carried out of post office by rural mailman Emmett Booher.

Care of his car is critical to Booher. Here he
makes a date for servicing at Texaco station.

Load of letters is piled by Booher into front seat of to
sedan. Often, he uses a pickup truck on his rounds.

It’s the kind of a job that calls out
the best in a man—and in the car upon
which both man and the mails depend

LUILMAN
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Winding up work, Booher tidies desk for the next morning's mail.

Many of the families to whom Em
mett delivers look forward to his coming as they might look forward to a
favorite radio program. Kids shout out
their greetings as he drives up. Men
pause in their work to exchange an
opinion. Women linger at the gate,
hoping for a scrap of gentle gossip.
More than a mailman, he is also a
friend, a neighbor, a bearer of tidings,
an event.
Booher’s car is nothing less than a
little post office on wheels. Inside, to
gether with stacks of mail, are money
orders, stamps, and an assortment of
other official paraphernalia. On top of
all this, he even carries a special guard.

This is Emmett’s dog, an animal of
amiable disposition until he takes up
his duties as a sentry, when he suddenly
becomes a snarlingly alert and vigilant
watchman. If left by himself with the
mail, he puts on so threatening a display
of teeth that nobody dares to approach
the car until Booher returns.
Booher gives his car meticulous at
tention—as indeed he must. He, like all
other rural mailmen, is paid by the Gov
ernment strictly on a mileage basis. This
being so, he must pamper his car into
a long and sprightly life if he hopes to
break even. "Just to make my expenses,”
he says, ‘'I’ve got to keep my automobile
in constant operation for at least seven

Rangy reach and clever parking enable Booher to stuff
mail into boxes without stepping out of sedan.

years. The only way to make sure that
the car will hold up is to give it all the
care and consideration it demands.”
It's for this brand of care that, during
the past 30 years, Booher has driven
to his local Texaco service station.
Emmett Booher enjoys his work,
especially in Summer. In Winter, the
treacherous condition of the roads
makes travel a very tricky proposition.
His car frequently skids him into
trouble, far from help and home. All
the same, very seldom has anyone on
his route missed a day’s delivery. That’s
only natural. Booher carries, with the
fidelity for which it is famous, the
United States Mail, end

Eying envelope, a farmer’s wife pauses by mailbox
as Booher, with toot of horn, begins to pull away.

Daily delivery is passed to a
farmer through car window.
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Hose line carries petroleum to the Regent Lar)
one of Regent’s fleet of barges

HIS year, the inhabitants of the
filiate of The Texas Company) and
United Kingdom are using an esti
The Trinidad Oil Company Limited.
mated 67,000 more barrels of petro Regent’s largest installation is the
leum products daily than they used last
huge ocean terminal at Avonmouth,
year (1955 total demand: 580,000
close by the busy industrial city of
barrels a day). Many petroleum sup
Bristol in Southwest England. Serving
ply lines lead to the United Kingdom,
terminals, plants, mills, and shipping
which is dependent upon imports for
and warehousing concerns, the docks of
virtually all of its crude and a substan
Avonmouth flank the water crossroads
tial volume of refined products. One of
where the Avon River meets the estuary
the important distributors of petroleum
of the Severn.
Tankers from the Persian Gulf and
products within the U. K. is Regent Oil
the Caribbean unload petroleum cargoes
Company, Limited, the British market
at Avonmouth and at Regent terminals
ing company which is jointly owned by
in other ports. By river barge, railroad
California Texas Corporation (an af

T
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tank car, and highway tank truck, gas-1
oline, lubricating oils, and other petro
leum products are transported to Regent
bulk depots and service stations. The
red, white, and blue stripes on Regent
trucks are as familiar a sight alond
the roads of England as is the Texace
red star with the green “T” on U.S.
highways.
The pictures on these pages—by John
S. Walsh, Canadian artist—show some oil
the facilities and equipment which are
bringing fuels and lubricants to motor
ists and other consumers of petroleuni
products in the United Kingdom, end!
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Several tank trucks can be filled at one time
with Regent’s loading facilities at Avonmouth

PETROLEUM
for the United Kingdo 111
Situated at one of England’s busiest ports, the
terminal at Avonmouth serves a growing market
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The FLYING Colone
Colonel J. H. Lapham—With many years of practical
experience, he’s still young in spirit.

ride with him never worry about the
LEAR left!” rings the shout. “Clear
right!” The signals are echoed by
weather.
the mechanic on the taxi strip. “Clear “The Colonel knows every inch of
this air,” a Texan recently remarked to
right!” The two engines roar as they be
his fellow passenger, a New York busi
gin to “rev” up.
nessman.
Colonel John Henry Lapham, United
No one doubts his ability to handle
States Air Force, Retired, pushes ahead
anything that has at least two wings and
on the throttles. The silvery airplane
moves out, speeds down the runway and
an engine.
into the air.
ACK LAPHAM, whose tremendous
Up and up it soars—like a happy bird
vitality is almost legendary, has been
—away from the Texas ranch that
a Director of The Texas Company
sprawls below.
longer than any other Board member—
The Beechcraft is heading toward San
he has served on the Board for nearly
Antonio. It is high over the Bandera
40 years.
Hills, which are sprinkled with oak
trees, mesquite, and little pools of water
Over the years, Colonel Lapham’s
for the cattle.
keen judgment and level-headedness
The hot sun glances off the bright
have been important assets on the
metal wings. Occasionally, a whiff of
Board of Directors. He has been con
wind catches the airplane’s belly and
cerned with every major activity of
sends it bobbing upward. Sometimes, the
the Company—whether it is drilling for
plane sails through a dark rain cloud.
oil in Colombia or building a new pipe
For a few seconds, a driving rain pelts
line in the Midwest.
the craft’s aluminum surface, and the
During his early years, he gained a
plane gently trembles. Then it breaks
sound knowledge of the Company by
into the sunshine, and the cloud is left
working in the Sales and Refining De
far behind.
partments.
In the pilot’s seat, Colonel Lapham,
One of his special interests as a
his strong sun-tanned hands on the con
Board member, in addition to Texaco
trols, casts a quick glance at his passen
aviation, has been the development of
gers. They are all at ease. Friends who
various benefit plans for employes.

C
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Colonel Lapham has made it his business to know many Texaco employes
personally.
One Board member says: “Jack has
always had a real feeling for the men
and women who work for Texaco.”
For many years, he and his father,
Lewis H. Lapham, attended Board
meetings together. Lewis Lapham was
one of the founders of the Company. It
was the investments of the Lapham
brothers which supplied much of the
capital that created The Texas Company in 1902.

:
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URING most of his years as a I
Director, the Colonel has been I
piloting his own airplanes across the I
continent from his home in San Ante-1
nio. Usually, his copilot is Lucy Jane I
Lapham, the Colonel’s wife.
“My job is to take the radio mes
sages,” she says.
“The first time I flew to New York,”
recalls the Colonel, “I was so scared of i
running out of gasoline that I put down
at every field.”
On that first trip—in the Spring of I
1928—he was also desperately afraid of I
getting lost in his Spartan biplane. “11
followed the railroad tracks all the way," I
he admits with a sheepish grin.
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j pilot for 28 years,
Director John Henry Lapham

lias been steadily aiding

the cause of safe aviation

I and more aviation

Today, Jack Lapham’s guides on his
cross-country shuttling are much more
scientific: direction indicator, rate of
climb indicator, turn and bank, air
speed indicator, altimeter, high and low
frequency navigation radio, VHF two-

X-

Featuring runways and hangar, the Flying L
Ranch at Bandera, Texas, is a Lapham enter
prise sparked by the Colonel’s love of flying.

^ws
«* 1
Arriving at the Flying L after a flight from
San Antonio, where he lives. Jack Lapham is
scheduled to give a flying lesson.

He has helped to popularize the scientific
instruments which now guide pilots,
but on his first flight to New York in 1928
he followed railroad tracks all the way

Flying L activities are planned by Colonel
Lapham and the ranch manager.

way radio, and other electronic instru
ments which help to assure safe and
straight flying.
LONG with other Directors and
. officers, Colonel Lapham has influ
enced Texaco’s interest in aviation.
It was a happy coincidence that he
and The Texas Company purchased
their first airplanes at the same time—
December, 1927.
From those exciting days when Frank
Hawks, daredevil pilot, was setting new
speed records in Texaco planes, Colonel
Lapham always looked into the bright
future of aviation.
“Even back in the early Thirties,” he
says, “I felt that more executives and
operating personnel should be using
airplanes to save time.”

A

AVIATION and Texaco really got together with Frank Hawks,” says
the Colonel.
Frank Hawks, World War I pilot and
postwar barnstormer, flew Texaco’s first
plane. In 1928, Hawks piloted “Texaco
No. 1” on a good-will tour of 150 Amer
ican cities.
“That was a tremendous project,”
states Colonel Lapham. “During 51,000
miles, Hawks gave free rides to thou
sands of people. When Frank finally
flew back to Roosevelt Field on Long
Island, Texaco was solidly linked to
aviation.”
He points out that Hawks’s many
transcontinental speed runs in Texaco
planes helped to blaze the way for
American aviation.
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“The achievements of this pilot
stimulated airplane manufacturers to
build faster and safer ships. Hawks and
his fast planes also converted many a
Texaco executive to aviation.”
While Frank Hawks was making his
tory in the skies, many members of the
Texaco organization — including Jack
Lapham — were talking up aviation on
the ground. Management recognized

the benefits of moving personnel an
equipment by air. The Colonel was a|
advocate of wide use of aircraft.
|
He took employes for rides in ha
planes to prove the point: that air travel
is the most practical transportation fon
men whose time and decisions ata
highly valuable to the Company.
As Texaco began to take to the ait
(planes were acquired for Producim

Guests find it easy to relax at Flying L. During World War II, the
Colonel organized a flying school to train pilots.

he

Flying lessons will follow for some who are now riding horses. At the hangar beyond training plane. Texaco products are available.

as well as Sales operations), no one was
more enthusiastic than the Colonel.

into another airplane. His second ride
took place in New Mexico where sev
eral Texaco officers and Directors were
ROM the first moment he sat in the
inspecting a new oil well. He had driven
cockpit of his first plane,” says one
by car all the way from Houston, and
Texaco executive, “Jack has always was "hot and tired.” As he pulled up to
been crazy about planes.”
the well site, an officer of The Texas
But Jack Lapham can recall a time
Pipe Line Company, looking fresh and
when he wasn’t at all eager to remain
cool, stepped out of a plane.
off the ground for long.
“Hello, Jack,” the pipe line official
In 1918, while serving in the U.S. In
greeted him. “Why don’t you travel the
fantry, he hesitantly accepted an invita
cool way next time?”
tion to ride in a “Jenny.”
At this point, Jack asked if he could
“I was scared to death,” he frankly
fly back to Houston with the pipeliner.
admits. “Whenever the pilot banked, I
Once in the air, however, his old fear of
thought we were going to drop.”
“falling down” swept back.
It was eight years before he climbed
It wasn't until 1927 that he was bitten

F

by the "flying bug.” A Texaco salesman
asked Mr. Lapham to accompany him
to a flying school near San Antonio to
help clinch the gasoline account. As
they walked into the hangar, Mr. Lap
ham read this sign in big red letters:
LEARN TO FLY FOR $20.

“1 think it was that low price that
got me into the air,” he says.
He took a flying lesson every day for
a month. After six hours of instruction,
he made his first solo flight above the
plains of Texas. On December 30,1927,
he bought his first ship—an “American
Eagle,” a World War I training plane.
In 28 years of flying, he has logged
nearly 10,000 hours and has piloted
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The Colonel’s enthusiasm for flying
and knowledge oj aircraft have stimulated
Texaco’s interest in aviation

nearly every type of civilian aircraft.
Throughout his flying career, Jack Lap
ham has advanced the cause of safe
aviation and more aviation.

AS an officer in the U. S. Army Air
Corps Reserves, he fought for
more airplanes, newer equipment, and
more hours of flight training for his
men. Long before Pearl Harbor, he rec
ognized that any future war would be
“settled by the fighter in the air.”
Through his foresight and insistence,
much obsolete equipment was replaced
and the training of pilots was improved.
Before 1930, he was using the turn
and bank. At that time, few pilots knew
of this instrument that helps the aviator
to fly “blind” through darkness and
fog. The turn and bank shows the rate
of turn of an airplane or whether it is
flying a straight course. The Colonel’s
faith in this instrument helped to push
it to acceptance. Today, the turn and
bank is found in all airplanes.
A young aviation student of Mr.
Lapham’s once remarked: “I'll bet the
Colonel could have taught someone to
fly at the age of two. He’s a natural!”
Jack Lapham has been doing “what
comes naturally” ever since his first solo
—namely, showing others how to fly. He
had totaled only a few hours in the air,
when he leased the sixth hangar on the
line at Stinson Field, near San Antonio.
He formed Hangar Six, Incorporated,
and opened a flying school.
His Stinson experience earned him
permission to build a Government “con
tract school” in the Fall of 1941 at Gar
ner Field near Uvalde, Texas. Here, he
erected hangars, barracks, and a control
tower. He assembled training ships and
a staff of expert mechanics and instruc
18

tors. Hundreds of students were given
primary flight training for the United
States Army Air Forces.
Mr. Lapham was called to active
duty with the Air Forces in July, 1942.
Though he was in his middle 50’s, he
was given a pilot’s rating and stationed
at Randolph Field, Texas, headquarters
of the Army Air Forces Central Flying
Training Command. During his three
years in the service, Colonel Lapham
inspected military flying schools and in
vestigated air accidents for subversive
causes. He also flew guest air officers
from foreign countries to various Air
Forces training installations extending
from Florida to California.
While the Colonel was in uniform,
Mrs. Lapham operated the school at
Garner Field. Soon after his discharge
in 1945, Mr. Lapham sold the school
to the Government.

The Colonel’s wife, Lucy Jane Lapham, is the
copilot on many flights.

cottages and stables, two cowboys wave
a greeting. The runways show up like
ribbons. The Colonel guides the plane
downward, glides over a cluster of oaks,
and touches ground. He taxis up to a I
hangar and cuts the motor.
“Hi. Jake!” he shouts to his me-1
chanic. “Only 12 minutes today.”
Jake smiles, “ ’Course, I suppose that I
tail wind had nothing to do with it.” I
Climbing out of his plane. Jack I
Lapham looks over his new “guests”:]
a Stinson, a Cessna 140. a Beech Bo-1
nanza, and a Piper Pacer.
HE next business venture for the
At the swimming pool. Mr. Lapham I
“flying Laphams” was the Flying L
Ranch at Bandera, Texas. Directions forwelcomes the arrivals—a rancher and I
his family from West Texas; a young
air-borne guests: “Fly 280 degrees from
couple from New Orleans; two business
San Antonio Airport. The Flying L is
men from Chicago. He chats with a
about 40 miles northwest of the city.”
group of students who drove in from San
At noon, dressed in Bermuda shorts
Antonio. (Actually, less than half of the
and a colorful shirt, Jack Lapham heads
guests have private airplanes.)
his Piper Cub down the runway at the
Then he walks back to the hangar
San Antonio International Airport. He
for an important date: to give a flying
sets his direction indicator for the Fly
lesson to a 16-year-old lad from Georgia.
ing L. As he soars toward the hill coun
try, the Colonel’s face relaxes. This is
the happiest part of his day—when he
HETHER Jack Lapham is wing
is high in the Texas sky.
ing his way to the Flying L or
In a few minutes, he spots the two
giving his opinion on an aviation pro
hills that signal the entrance to the 550posal at a Board meeting, he is in his
acre Flying L. He turns the wheel slight
natural element.
ly. His direction: five degrees to the left
Young in spirit but backed by years
of the left hill.
of experience, the “flying Colonel” is
As the little plane circles low over the
an inspiring symbol of aviation, end
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Pipe lilies, reaching out to wells, convey molten sulphur to insulated barges (left center).

THE GARDEN OF SULPHUR
Oilmen detected the presence of sulphur
beneath this marshland at the Mississippi’s month
Editor’s Note: As an outgrowth of its
oil producing operations, The Texas
Company participates in the mining of
sulphur. This is done by leasing sulphur
rights on certain Texaco properties to
the two largest companies in that field—
Texas Gulf Sulphur Company and Free
port Sulphur Company. The following
article describes the mining of sulphur
on a Texaco lease. The Texas Company
receives a share of the net profits from
this operation, which is conducted by
Freeport Sulphur Company.

AT Garden Island Bay, in the vast
£1 Louisiana marshlands at the
mouth of the Mississippi River, an un
usual mining operation is producing one
of the world’s most important minerals.
In what was once a desolate canebrake
populated mainly by muskrats, water
moccasins, and alligators, Freeport Sul
phur Company has created the nation’s
third largest sulphur mine.

The existence of a salt dome deposit
of sulphur in this remote locality was
detected by The Texas Company (which
has had a mineral lease on the area since
1928) in the course of searching for oil.
Freeport—the industry’s second ranking
sulphur producer with operating head
quarters in New Orleans—leased the
sulphur rights to the land in 1951 and
developed the site. Two years and some
$14 million were required to construct
mining facilities. Production began in
November, 1953, and output since then
has totaled more than a million long tons.
EW minerals are more vital to mod
ern life than the yellow brimstone of
the Scriptures. It is essential—in one
form or another—in making products
such as iron and steel, pulp and paper,
rubber, explosives, rayon, fertilizers,
medicines, chemicals, and aviation gas
oline. Tires, cellophane, paint, storage
batteries, linoleum, antifreeze, dyestuffs,

camera film, pesticides, and plastics are
just a few of thousands of items in every
day use that contain sulphur.
Sulphur is obtained commercially

F

Surveyors worked in mire staking
places to be filled and dredged.
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Molten sulphur being sprayed into this huge storage vat will cool and solidify. To make shipments, power shovels will be called into play.

from many sources throughout the
world. It is found most extensively in
pyrites, or metallic sulphides, from
which it is extracted by roasting. It is
also recovered from natural gas, indus
trial gases (especially those generated
from copper and zinc smelting opera
tions), petroleum refining, and coke
manufacturing.
HE geological features known as
salt domes, in which the mineral
occurs in its elemental state, are
most desirable source of sulphur. How
ever, such domes are not plentiful. In
the United States fewer than 250 have
been found, all of them along the Gulf
of Mexico. Of these, only 19 have yield
ed sulphur in commercial quantities,

T
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and six already have been exhausted.
Hence the mine at Garden Island Bay
has great significance.
The mine is accessible only by water
or air. To build a surface suitable for the
erection of the necessary structures and
heavy equipment, thousands of tons of
mud were pumped on the site and al
lowed to solidify. Then pilings were
sunk deep into the sand subsoil to sup
port the power plant and other buildings.
Even as construction commenced,
thebarge-mounted, Diesel-powered rigs
were moved in to begin drilling wells to
tap the sulphur embedded in the cap
rock of the salt dome, about 1,800 feet
underground.
Sulphur is brought to the surface by
application of the Frasch hot water

process. This involves pumping super-1

heated water (325 degrees Fahrenheit
down into the wells to melt the sulphur
then forcing the molten sulphur to the
surface by compressed air. Above
ground, the yellow liquid is piped to a
relay station where the compressed aii
is allowed to escape. Then the sulphur
is loaded into '‘thermos bottle” barges
for shipment by water.
These tank barges, developed by
Freeport engineers, are unique. Heavily
insulated to keep the sulphur in. a mol
ten state, they somewhat resemble the
ironclad Confederate gunboat Merrimac
which served in the Civil War. After
loading their 1,000-ton cargoes, the
barges are towed some 50 miles up th
Mississippi to Port Sulphur, Louisiana. |

Here the contents are either pumped
out and allowed to solidify in huge stor
age vats or retained in heated tanks to
await further shipment in liquid form.
RY sulphur in the vats is broken
down by huge shovels and fed
I by conveyor belts into barges or ships
I for movement. Barges of special design
] transport molten sulphur as far upriver
f as St. Louis, and sulphur in liquid form
I is being carried by tank ship around the
I Florida Keys and up the East Coast all
1 the way to Boston.
The mine’s power plant, key to opfl erations, uses steam-driven equipment.
I Gas from nearby Texaco wells is burned
I in the boilers of the plant, which is deI signed to pump 3 million gallons of
superheated water daily into the sul
phur deposit.
More than a mile separates the power
plant and the mining area. The super
heated water, tempering and service
water, and compressed air are carried
in networks of pipe lines that extend to
I the outlying wells.
The mine at Garden Island Bay helps
provide the steadily increasing quanti
ties of sulphur which this nation and the
rest of the free world require. Work
never ceases in the “garden.” end
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Conveyor belt takes over after sulphur has been broken
down in one of the vats at Port Sulphur.

Crushed, dry sulphur pours into an inland waterways
barge which will transport it up the Mississippi.
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The geological feaiure known as a salt dome (above) is a
highly desirable source of sulphur. Oil is often found in
association with these domes, a fact which has led to de
tection of sulphur deposits by Texaco in its search for oil.
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WORKIN
James H. Pipkin, Vice President
Industrial and Public Relations Department

HE Texaco “family”—whose main
stays are the Company’s stock
holders and employes—is sizable.
In it are: more than 120,000 share
holders, the great majority of whom are
individual men and women; more than
42,000 employes, who are on Texaco
payrolls in this country and elsewhere in
the world; about 38,000 Texaco dealers,
who are located in all the 48 states and
in the District of Columbia; thousands
of suppliers—large and small—who fur
nish the Company with products and
services it needs; millions of persons in
all walks of life, who are Company cus
tomers and residents of communities
where Texaco products are made or
marketed.
With a family of such magnitude,
where change and growth are con
tinuous, there is a need for an organiza
tion which specializes in human rela
tionships, in communications, and in
furnishing information about the Com
pany to the public.
An Industrial and Public Relations
Department exists in The Texas Com
pany to perform this function—to spe
cialize in our relationships with people.
Working with people, the Industrial
and Public Relations Department seeks
to achieve these intangible goals for
The Texas Company: friendship, under

T
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stockholders, employes, dealers, and
other groups)—these are some of the
more important functional categories
within the Industrial and Public Rela
tions Department. Each has extensive
ramifications.
Take “employe plans,” for instance.
The Industrial and Public Relations De
partment is responsible for the admin
istration of the Company’s various
benefit plans. These include the Group
Life Insurance and Pension Plan, Acci
dent and Sick Benefit Plan, Permanent
Total Disability Plan, Vacation Plan,
and Employes Savings Plan; also, the
Hospital-Surgical-Major Medical Plan
(for employes and their dependents).
Expenditures for benefit plans and other
fringe benefits for employes in the
United States are in excess of $30
million a year.
Or, in the area of “public relations,”!
consider just one facet: press relations.!
Favorable notice of the Company’s!
products and actions in publications oil
ERSONNEL, safety, employe plans,
a national as well as local character is
salary standards, health, employe
indispensable in building “friendship,!
training, coordination of college recruit understanding, appreciation, and sup
ing, aid to privately financed colleges
port,” and the press staff works with
and universities, press relations, contri
editors of newspapers and magazines
butions and donations, requests for in
with this objective in mind.
formation, films, speeches, community
Preparation and distribution of in
projects, Company publications (for
formation concerning the Company to

standing, appreciation, and support.
Harmonious relationships with people
are a vital necessity if an enterprise is
to succeed—the Department constantly
strives to achieve better human rela
tionships in the Texaco “family.”
The Department is organized for its
complex task along functional lines
within two broad areas—“industrial re
lations” and “public relations.”
Combined, the services undertaken
by the Industrial and Public Relations
Department span the wide range of hu
man relationships with which the Com
pany is concerned: from developing and
administering plans affecting the em
ployment and training, physical welfare,
and financial security of Texaco em
ployes (industrial relations) to establish
ing—through various means of commu
nication outside as well as inside the
Company—understanding and support
of Texaco policies, products, and opera
tions (public relations).
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WITH PEOPLE
major newspapers and business and oil
trade publications across the land aver
ages several hundred individual items
a month. In the course of a year, mil
lions of persons have occasion to read
something newsworthy about The Texas
Company. It is also important to handle
promptly the thousands of requests for
information which come to the Com
pany from publications and news
sources throughout the world.

HE man who heads the activities
outlined on these pages is James H.
Pipkin, Vice President in charge of
the Industrial and Public Relations
Department.
He was born in Huntsville, Texas, on
March 29, 1907. A member of a large
family, he attended public schools in
Bryan, Texas. He completed his prelaw
studies at Texas A. & M. College, and
was graduated with an LL.B, degree in
1931 from the University of Texas.
After several years of private law
practice in Beaumont, Mr. Pipkin joined
The Texas Company as an Attorney
in the Houston offices on December 1,
1934. In 1942, he was transferred to
New York as Assistant to the Executive
Vice President, and two years later was
made Assistant to the President. He
became Assistant to the Chairman of
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the Board in 1949, and in 1950 he was
made General Manager of the Industrial
and Public Relations Department. He
was elected a Vice President in 1951.
Mr. Pipkin was married in 1932 to
Zenda Marie Lewis of Lubbock, Texas.
They have two sons, and reside in Pel
ham Manor, New York.
The Industrial and Public Relations
Department is a service organization
that cooperates and coordinates with
the other departments of the Company.
Mr. Pipkin says: “We consider indus
trial and public relations as integrated
activities. Industrial relations is con
cerned with the building of an efficient
and loyal work force and the mainte
nance of sound personal relationships
among all people in the Company. Pub
lic relations is the production, distribu
tion, and marketing of a good reputation.
“A good job of public relations stimu
lates acceptance of the products of the
Company. This results not only in the
enhancement of the stockholders’ in
vestment, but also creates job security
for employes. In addition, doing a good
job of public relations brings about
greater appreciation of the Company by
employes, which helps to create job
satisfaction. Thus, public relations is
an adjunct to, and vital partner of,
industrial relations.” end

“We consider industrial and public rela
tions as integrated activities.”
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Frank M. Dawson, Vice President

Heads Supply
and Distribution
Department
N December 2, 1955, the Board of Directors
of The Texas Company elected Frank M.
Dawson to the post of Vice President in charge of
the Supply and Distribution Department. He had
been Manager of the Purchasing Department.
Frank Dawson was born in Houston, Texas, in
1908. He was graduated from Rice Institute in
1928 with a B.S. degree in Chemical Engineering.
Positions he has held during the 28 years he has
been with Texaco include: Assistant to the Super
intendent of Manufacturing at Port Arthur Works,
Texas; Assistant to the Vice President in charge of
Refining; refinery manager of an associated com
pany in Buenos Aires, Argentina; Superintendent of
Lawrenceville Works, in Illinois. He was appointed
Manager of the Purchasing Department in 1954.
The Supply and Distribution Department, which
Mr. Dawson heads, is responsible for coordinating
sales requirements and refinery supply, seeing that
products reach the point of sale at the lowest pos
sible transportation cost, and making continuing
studies of long-range estimates of supply and de
mand to establish the most efficient means of dis
tributing the Company’s products.
In 1929, Mr. Dawson was married to Bessie
Mae Griffith of Houston. With their two sons, they
make their home in Chappaqua, New York, end
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This amazing microscoj
focuses beams of electron
—scientists see specimen.

N the wonderful world of electrc..
microscopy, matter is revealed in
such fantastic forms as shown by
these micrographs of soap fibers in
lubricating greases (magnification:
25,000 diameters). In studies of lu
bricants, fuels, catalysts, and metal
surfaces, particles too small to be
seen with the light microscope are
examined, and significant scientific
conclusions reached by relating phys
ical properties and the images seen.
Electron microscopy is based on
theories concerning the behavior of
high velocity electrons, and the dis
covery that a magnetic field can be
used as a lens to focus a beam of
electrons. High resolving power in
such a microscope clearly reveals the
shape and structure of particles. Pre
paring specimens and creating threedimensional impressions test the
imagination and ingenuity of the mi
croscopist. The same as other too
in the Company’s research labors
tories, the electron microscope is use
to develop better Texaco products.
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BALANCE OF FREE WORLD

UNITED STATES

ICTION

ISUMPTION

■>0
per cent

The picture offree-worid
petroleum shows

the United Slates is
holding only 19 per cent

of oil reserves,
producing 52 per cent
of the oil,

consuming 59 per cent
oj the toted used

ALTHOUGH the meaning of

71. some pictures may be ob
scure, it is clear what this chart of
free-world reserves, production,
and consumption implies: with the
constantly increasing consumption
of petroleum products in the Unit
ed States, we shall become more
and more dependent upon the
availability of crude oil from
abroad.
By 1965, the demand for petro
leum in this nation will be approx
imately 40 per cent greater than it

was in 1955. Fortunately, Ameri
can oil companies—including The
Texas Company—have developed
foreign sources of oil. U. S. net im
ports of oil are about one million
barrels a day. In 10 years, unless
substantial new fields are discover
ed here, net imports of about three
million barrels a day will be re
quired to meet domestic demand.
Access to foreign supplies has
proved to be in the nation's best
interest in the past, and will be of
greater importance in the future.

